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Abstract – Biometric systems are those which utilize or are
capability of utilizing characteristics of human for enrolment,
verification or authentication. Biometrics based
authentication system that use physiological and/or
behavioral traits likes fingerprint, face, signature, palm print
and voice are accept and use by many organization now days.
But these biometric authentication systems are vulnerable
against different attacks when biometric data transfer from
one check point to other check point. In this paper, by
combined compressive sensing theory and the correlation
approach of White Gaussian Noise based robust digital
watermarking technique is proposed for biometric
embedding. The technique is divided into five steps:
generation of linear measurement from watermark biometric
data, embedding linear measurement into another biometric
data, extraction of secure biometric from linear
measurement, compressive sensing recovery process of
biometric data and recognition of reconstructed biometric
data with enrol biometric data for user authenticity. The
proposed technique is providing more security and more
payload capacity compare to traditional watermarking
technique in spatial domain. The proposed technique is
evaluated based on parameter like Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
and Similarity Factor between reconstruct biometric data
and enrolled biometric data. This proposed technique is
increased overall data storage capacity in term secure
enrolled biometric data of biometric authentication system.

Keywords – Compressive Sensing, Watermarking,
Biometric Data, Payload Capacity, Similarity Factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometric based personal identification techniques that
use physiological or behavioral characteristics of personal
are increasingly popular compared to traditional token-
based or knowledge based technique such as identification
cards (ID), passwords etc. one of the main reasons for this
popularity is the ability of the biometric technology to
differentiate between an authorized person and an
unauthorized person [1, 2]. Biometric are commonly
categorized either physiological or behavioral trait.
Physiological traits refer to fixed or stable human
characteristics such as fingerprints, shape and geometry of
face, hands, fingers and ears, irises, teeth, sample of DNA.
Physiological traits are generally existent on every
individual and are distinctive and permanent, unless
accidents, illnesses, genetic defects, or aging have altered
of destroyed them. Behavioral traits measure human
characteristics represented by skills or functions
performed by an individual. These include gait, voice, key
stroke and signature dynamics [1, 2]. A simple block

diagram of biometric authentication system is shown in
fig.1.

Fig.1. Block Diagram of Biometric Authentication System

The matching decision is a fundamental element of the
biometric system. It is made on the basis of the matching
score and threshold value. The matching score is typically a
single number on a scale from low to high, measuring the
success that a biometric probe matches a particular gallery
record. The threshold value is a benchmark score above
which the match between the stored biometric and the
individual is considered acceptable or below which it is
considered unacceptable [2]. Two rates are used to describe
the ability of a biometric system to authenticate its users.
1) False Match Rate (FMR): FMR describes the
probability that a biometric system will incorrectly
authenticate an individual or will fail to reject an imposter.
It measures the percentage of invalid matches [2, 3].
2) False Non Match Rate (FNMR): FNMR describes
the probability that a biometric system incorrectly declares
failure of match between input sample and matching
template. It measures the percentage of valid inputs being
rejected [2, 3].

Biometric based personal authentication systems that
use physiological (e.g., fingerprint, face, iris) or behavioral
(e.g., speech, handwriting) traits are being increasingly
utilized in many applications to enhance the security of
physical and logical access systems [1]. Even though
biometric systems offer several advantages over traditional
token or knowledge based authentication system, they are
still vulnerable against different attacks.

Ratha et al [4, 6] analysed these attacks and grouped
them in to eight classes. Figure 2 shows locations of these
attacks in a biometric authentication system. A type 1
attack involves presenting a fake biometric (e.g., finger
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made from silicon, face mask, lens including fake iris
texture) to the sensor. The second type of attack is called a
replay attack, because an intercepted biometric (with or
without the cooperation of the genuine user) data is
submitted to the feature extractor, bypassing the sensor. In
the third type of attack, the feature extractor module is
compromised to produce feature values selected by the
attacker. Genuine feature values are replaced with the ones
selected by the attacker in the fourth type of attack.
Matcher can be modified to output an artificially high
matching score in the fifth type of attack.

Fig.2. Locations of Possible Attacks in Biometric
Authentication System

The attack on template database (e.g., adding a new
template, modifying an existing template, removing
templates, etc.) constitutes the sixth type of attack. The
transmission medium between the template database and
matcher is attacked in the seventh type of attack, resulting
in the alteration of the transmitted templates. Finally, the
matcher result (accept or reject) can be overridden by the
attacker [4, 5].

II. INTRODUCTION OF COMPRESSIVE SENSING

The theory of compressive sampling [7, 8 and 9]
demonstrates the recovery of sparse signal. Any signal X
in RN can be represented as sequence Y=S   where  is
an N x N basis matrix and S is Nx1 column vector of
weighting coefficients. Also

i
X

i
S  , (1)

If the signal X has K sparse elements, then only K basis
vectors are required to form to the signal. Considering
measurement yj is generated as follows

j
X

j
y , , j = 1, 2… M (2)

Where  is a measurement matrix with M<N.  So we get
y=S=AS where A is an MxN matrix and allows signal
reconstruction provided M=k and  and  must be
incoherent. A must preserve length (restricted isometric
property (RIP)) of a particular K sparse vector b for >0.
Both RIP and incoherence is satisfied by using  as a
Gaussian measurement matrix which has RIP with high
probability and signal X can be recovered provided

N
K

N
cKM  








log (3)

The recovery algorithm aims to find the sparsest S such
that y=AS. This can be solved by posting it as following
convex optimization problem [7, 8, 16 and 17].

ASytsS ..1min (4)

This recovers exactly K sparse components of the signal
and problem can be converted to linear program of basis
pursuit, orthogonal matching pursuit [7, 8, 9, 10 and 11]
with computational complexity of O (N3).

III. PROPOSED ROBUST WATERMARKING

TECHNIQUE

Rohit et al. [13] introduces digital watermarking
techniques using block processing and correlation approach
of white Gaussian noise Sequence. In this technique, we
generate two white Gaussian noise sequences for bit 1 and
bit 0. Using this noise sequences, generate watermark mask
which depend on the size of block and add into host image
using embedding factor and generate watermarked image.
At detection size, we use correlation between watermarked
image vector and two WGN sequence and set value of bit 1
and 0 of secure watermark which hide at embedder size.
This technique is use for generation of visible
watermarking and use for copyright protection.

In this paper, we proposed watermarking technique by
combining the compressive sensing theory and correlation
approach of white Gaussian noise in spatial domain for
biometric data. The proposed watermarking technique for
biometric data embedding is shown in figure 3 where host
image and secure watermark image both is biometric data.

Fig.3. Proposed Biometric Watermarking System using
CS
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The proposed technique is divided into five different
steps which are described below:
A. Compressive Sensing Procedure

In 2006, Candès mathematically proved that the original
signal can be reconstructed accurately from part of the
Fourier transform coefficients. Based on this theory,
Candès and Donoho proposed the concept of
“Compressive Sensing” [7, 8]. They are many advantages
in compressive sensing technology. It can break through
the Nyquist Theorem’s sampling limit frequency.

However, there is a necessary condition to apply the
compressed sensing theory; the signal must be sparse.
Signal is defined as sparse signal if only a small number of
elements are non - zero [9]. But most of the natural images
are not sparse signals. In order to apply the compressive
sensing theory, we have to do the sparse transformation on
the original image signals. The sparse transformation can
be achieved by the following formula (5):

i

N

i
i

xf 



1

Or xf  (5)

In formula (5),  is the sparse representation base,
which is a vector with dimension N×1, f represents the
original image signal, X represents the sparse signal of f
after the sparse transformation. The most commonly used
sparse transform techniques include: the wavelet
transform, the discrete cosine transform and the discrete
Fourier transform [12].

In this paper, based on the basic idea of the discrete
cosine transform, we propose a sparse transform method.
The basic idea is to construct orthogonal transformation
matrix. Then based on orthogonal transformation matrix
and original image, generate linear measurement.  The
method is shown as follows:
1. Apply discrete cosine transform on biometric template

as watermark image and represented into sparse
domain.

2. Then generate measurement matrix using length of
sparse coefficients and sampling coefficients which is
less than 1.

3. Finally convert biometric watermark into sparse
representation in term of sequence using below formula
(6):
Sparse Watermark image = measurement matrix ×
original image × orthogonal matrix T (6)

sx  (7)

xy   (8)

fy   (9)

In formula (8, 9),  is the orthogonal matrix, y is the
linear measurement values of watermark,  is the
measurement matrix which is same for construct side and
recovery side, f is the original image.
B. Sparse Watermark Embedding

Second step is embedding linear measurement values of
biometric watermark into another biometric which use as
host image. The embedding steps are described below:
1. Host biometric image convert into 8×8 block. Then

two white Gaussian noise sequences is generated using

power of noise values. One for bit 1 and another for bit
0. Find two highly un-correlation noise signal using
correlation between WGN signal one and WGN signal
zero.

2. Then create the sparse biometric watermark mask using
WGN signals and host biometric image.
 If sparse coefficients contains zero, add WGN

signal zero at that portion of mask.
 Otherwise mask is filled with WGN signal one;

process for all the block of cover image.
3. Add watermark mask to host image using gain factor

using formula shown below (10):

),(),(),( yxWKyxIyxWI  (10)

In formula (10), IW(x,y) is represents biometric
watermarked image, I(x,y) is represents host biometric
image, K is represents Embedding Factor, W(x,y) is
represents Sparse Watermark mask.

4. The proposed embedding procedure is shown in figure
4.

Fig.4. Proposed Sparse Watermark Embedding Procedure

C. Sparse Watermark Detector
Next step is retrieved linear measurement values of

biometric watermark from biometric watermarked image
after transmitting from one checkpoint to another
checkpoint in biometric system. The detecting steps are
described below:
1. Read and determine the size of biometric watermarked

image.
2. A two different White Gaussian Noise signal is

generated using WGN function in Matlab using Power
of noise values. One for bit 1 and one for bit 0. Find
two highly un-correlation noise signal using correlation
between noise signal one and noise signal zero.

3. Choose which over ever correlation is higher
If correlation_one (kk) > correlation_zero (kk)
Watermark_vector (kk) =1;
Else
Watermark_vector (kk) =0;
Process for all blocks of cover image

4. Retrieved linear measurement values of biometric
watermark from biometric watermarked image.

5. The proposed detection procedure is shown in figure 5.
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Fig.5. Proposed Sparse Watermark linear Measurement
values Detection Procedure

D. Compressive Sensing Recovery Algorithm
Next step is reconstructed secure biometric data from

linear measurement values.   J. Tropp and A. Gilbert et al.
[11] demonstrate theoretically and empirically greedy
algorithm called Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) can
recover a signal with m nonzero entries in dimension d
given O (m ln d) random linear measurements of that
signal. The results of OMP are comparable with another
approach called Basis Pursuit (BP). This algorithm is
faster and easier to implement. So it is attractive
alternative to BP for signal recovery problems.

They are so many compressive sensing recovery
algorithm are available. We are choosing orthogonal
matching pursuit algorithm (OMP) [11] because easy to
implement and faster compare to other algorithms. So
OMP algorithm are apply on linear measurement values of
biometric watermark using measurement matrix  which is
same is use encoder side and taken inverse discrete cosine
transform to reconstruct secure watermark biometric at
detector side.
E. Secure Biometric Recognition

Finally we are applying biometric recognition algorithm
on secure biometric watermark and check authenticity of
recover sparse secure biometric watermark with enrolled
biometric data and make decision about user authenticity
for system.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For the evaluation and comparison of the technique, we
conducted experiments on 128 x 128 iris images [21, 23
and 24] and 154 x 100 fingerprint images [18, 19, 20, 21

and 22] where iris image use as host image and fingerprint
image is use secure watermark information. We use
discrete cosine transform function to generate random
sparse vector from fingerprint image. We use embedding
factor value 10 which also use for generation of Gaussian
noise signal. Also we use iris recognition algorithm [21] for
recognized watermarked version iris image at embedder
side and fingerprint recognition algorithm [18, 19 and 20]
for recognized reconstruct fingerprint at detector side. Peak
signal to noise ratio and Similarity Factor are used as a
performance parameter for perceptual invisibility and
authenticity of secure biometric watermark.

We start to generate biometric watermarked image and
recover secure fingerprint at detector using comparison
based detection techniques in spatial domain [13].  Also we
applied different signal processing attacks like JPEG
Compression, adding noise, filtering and cropping on
watermarked image for robustness check over
communication channel. The result of the technique is
disappointing in term of payload capacity around 8
percentages and Bit Corrects Rate around 0.2. The results
of comparison based detection technique [13] shows in
figure 6 and the result of experimentation is summarized in
Table I and average PSNR value of this technique is around
60 dB after applying attack.

Then we are start to analyzed proposed watermarking
technique by generating biometric watermarked image and
recover secure fingerprint image from sparse linear
measurement at detector where compressive sensing
procedure is used. Then we are applied different signal
processing attacks like JPEG Compression, adding noise,
filtering and cropping on watermarked image for
robustness check over communication channel. The result
of the proposed technique is improved in term of payload
capacity around 90 percentages and Bit Corrects Rate
around 0.3. The results of proposed watermarking
technique shows in figure 7 and the result of
experimentation is summarized in Table II and average
PSNR value of this technique also is 60 dB after applying
attack.

Table 1: Performance Parameter for Comparison Based Detection Method Using WGN [13]

Results No
Attack JPEG Attack

Gaussian
Noise

Attack

Salt &
Pepper

Noise Attack

Median
Filter

Attack

Histrogram
Equalization

Attack

Cropping
Attack

q=80 q=50
=0,
=0.01

Density=0.05 Size=3x3

Execution
time Sec

10.43 10.52 10.46 10.64 10.62 10.67 10.58 11.42

NCC 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.68 0.66 0.87 0.69 0.73
MSE 1944.1 1832.6 1925.3 2464 2911.8 909.09 5411.8 2021

PSNR (dB) 63.37 63.63 63.42 62.35 61.62 66.68 58.93 63.21
SNR (dB) 12.73 12.83 12.49 11.55 10.47 15.89 6.22 12.31

Capacity of
Embedding

7.52 7.52 7.52 7.52 7.52 7.52 7.52 7.52

SF 0.97 0.91 0.90 0.85 0.88 0.96 0.90 0.93
BCR 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22

Decision Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic
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Fig.6. Biometric Watermarked Image and Recover Secure Fingerprint Image using Comparsion based Detection
Techniques [9]

Fig.7. Biometric Watermarked Image and Reconstruct Secure Fingerprint Image using Proposed Watermarking
Technique Using Compressive Sensing
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Table 2: Performance Parameter for Proposed Watermarking Technique Using Compressive Sensing

Results
No

Attack
JPEG Attack

Gaussian
Noise

Attack

Salt &
Pepper

Noise Attack

Median
Filter

Attack

Histrogram
Equalization

Attack

Cropping
Attack

q=80 q=50
=0,
=0.01

Density=0.05 Size=3x3

Execution
time Sec

10.63 11.29 11.60 11.78 11.30 11.22 15.3 11.69

NCC 0.72 0.68 0.70 0.64 0.64 0.71 0.71 0.71

MSE 3646.3 4192.2 3989.1 4807.5 5002.2 3912.3 7072 3989.5

PSNR (dB) 60.64 60.04 60.25 59.44 59.27 60.34 57.77 60.25

SNR (dB) 10.05 9.43 9.63 8.64 8.33 9.44 5.07 9.38

Capacity of
Embedding

99.22 99.22 99.22 99.22 99.22 99.22 99.22 99.22

SF 0.97 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90

BCR 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31

Decision Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic Authentic

The advantage of this proposed watermarking technique
is that after generating iris watermarked image and
recognized iris watermarked image for authentication
using iris recognition algorithm [21] and fully authenticate
watermarked image with original iris image at embedder
side. Also at detector side, fully authenticate reconstruct
fingerprint data from linear measurement using CS
recovery algorithm with original enrolled fingerprint
template using fingerprint recognition algorithms [18, 19
and 20].

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we are proposed new robust watermarking
technique using combined Compressive Sensing theory
and correlation properties of white Gaussian noise for
biometric data protection between two check points of
biometric authentication system. The proposed
watermarking technique provides more security against
spoofing attack because it is difficult for an attacker to
simultaneous spoof the multiple characteristics of a
genuine user from random projection. This proposed
technique not only improvement performance but also
ensure sufficient for large population coverage. The
proposed watermarking technique is improved data
storage capacity of system around 90 percentage. Also
achieve similarly factor between original fingerprint image
and reconstruct fingerprint image is around 90 percentage
which is indicate that this technique will be used for
authentication purpose.  In future work, design more
watermarking algorithm using CS in transform and hybrid
domain. Also user can be use other biometric template like
signature or handwriting will be hiding into iris or retina
image using proposed technique and provide security of
telebiometric over transmission channel.
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